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PURPOSE 
The pu:::-pose of this thesis is t o develop approxima:.ely 
cor:::-ect pror:ability di~tribu:.ions which describe the steady 
s tate perforrr.ance of a Navy repairable i t em inventory. 
Specifically, the di~:.ributions of inventory positicn and net 
inventory are of interest. Once developed these distributions 
can be u5ed in "m inventory management mathematical model for 
repairable i:.ems. 
BACKGROUND 
Since la te 1986 work has been undertaken at the Naval 
Postgrac:iuate Schoo l to develop a new mathematical model ~or 
wholesale l eve l :::-epairab l e item invento r y cor,trol. The first 
step in the development process is to detennine probaoili t y 
distributions which describe the steady state behavior of a 
repairaole item inventory. The complex mix of stochastic 
processes which occur in the life of a repairable i tem has 
discouraged previous analytical approaches. This hds led to 
the application of simulat ion techniques to determine 
approximately cor:::-ect dist:::-ibu ti ons. 
ix 
RESULTS 
Thi" the~;is has shown that it is possible to incor-par-ate 
analytical appr-oach in t he development of appr-oximat:e 
probability distributions for- inventory position and net 
inventory . Using estab l ished stochastic modeling results and 
the previously derived approximation for inventory position, 
approximations for the mean and variance o f net inventory were 
developed. Two approximating distributions for net inventory 
were proposed and their performance along with that: of the 
inventory position approximation were tes ted against results 
obtained through simulation. 
The r-esults o f this thesis support previous research 
results that the convolution o f two discrete Uniform random 
variables provides a robust approximation for the steady state 
dist.ribution of inventory position. 
The approximat.ions developed in this thesis for t.he mean 
of net inventory closely matched simulation output, whereas 
the variance estimates consistently overestimated t:he 
simUlation results. Despite these varied outcomes, the Normal 
and convolution approximations proposed for the steady state 
distribution of net inventory appeared to closely resemble the 
simulation output. On the basis of the graphica l analysis 
and testing using nonparametric methods the convolution 
approximation seems a robust approximation for net inventory 
over a wide range of sys t em inputs . 
D . RECOMMENDATIONS 
Th is thes i s ::-epr-esents a sign i f i cant step in the 
deve l opment. of a rep a ira b l e item inven to ry control model Eor 
the Navy. ':'he next l ogica l step i s for the approx:ima tions 
developed in this thesis to be compared against observed 
inventory performance . Subj e ct to a favorab l e outcome t o this 
comp a rison a readiness-based repairable ite:n inver-lory model 
usi ng the apPl-oximations developed in t his thesis ~hould be 




Significant changes in who lesale supply management 
responsibility have been i mplement.ed th.::-oughol:t the DepartF.lent 
of Defense and the Services since the 1960's. One of the most 
recen:. che:lTIges has come with the Defense Managerr.ent Review 
Decision 926, "Consumable Item Transfer", whic1: included the 
transferring of cer:.ain stock ll'.anageme:1t respor.sibi l ities from 
the Navy to the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). One ef fect 
of such changes has heen to alter the make --up of wholesa le 
level secondary support item [Ref. 1 ] inventories maintained 
by the NdVY. 
Secondary support items used in the Navy are broad l y 
classified as ei ther consumable or repairable. In genera l , 
consumable items are consumed in use and disposed of at the 
time of failure. On the other :land, repairable items can he 
made to funct ion by a repair proces5 after they fail. 
In the past tr.e Navy has managed significant who l esale 
leve l inventories of both consurr.able and repairable items. 
However, the changes in 5upply management responsibilities 
rnentioned above have resulted in most consurr.able items being 
transferred ::0 DLA . Tl:us, tr.e Navy'o prima!:), fo:::us for 
who l esale leve l inventory management_ is now repairable item:;;. 
The differing nature of repairable and consumable items 
dictates Lhat there wi ll be differences i n t he way that the 
respec t ive inventories are managed . The Navy has separaLe 
mathematical models which aim t o determine cptimal strategies 
for managing wholesale l evel inventories of consumable and 
repairab l e items. However , the current repairabl e item model, 
wh i ch was developed initial l y in the late 1960 ' s and modified 
in 1984, is net supported by any rigorous mathema t ical 
development and remains founded upon a minor variation of the 
model used to manage consumab l e items . It is net surpris i ng 
then that the repairable item mode l displays a low level of 
ef f icacy. 
Since late 1986 wcrk has been undertaken at the Naval 
Postgraduate Schoo l to deve l op a new mathematical model for 
wholesale l eve l inventory management of r epairable items. 
Early attempts to develop an analytical model were 
unsuccessful because of the comp l e x mix of stochastic 
processes which occur in the life of a repairab l e item. As a 
result, the focus of recent work has shifted to using 
simulation techniques to study the process. 
The objective of such efforts is to determirce 
approximately correct theoretical probability distributions 
which describe the steady state behavior of a repairable item 
inventory . These distributions then can be used in an 
inventory management mathematical model for repairable items . 
B. P RIOR ANALYSIS 
The thes is completed by Maher [Ref. 2 ) is t he most recen::: 
step in developing an inventory cont_rol mcde l for Navy 
repairable items using simulation t echniques. While previous 
simt.: l at i ons had been developed, Maher' s work remains 
signi Eicar,t becLtuse, 
item 
sOIEe progrt;'ss was made in the verification of a p-:::-eviously 
derived probabi l ity distribu t ion f or inventory position, 
and if:! t~e identification of a probability dist_ribution 
!'or net inventory; 
in L'1e specific cant-ext of the Navy repairable item 
inventory, a definition of safety stock was proposed. 
In reviewing the genera l inventory model literature with 
respect to this thesis four sys Lem descriptors are 
sigr'.ificant ; 
Batch Ordering polic ies - which prescribe the quantity of 
a repairable item to be procured or repaired. 
Repair Assessment/Inspection policies - which prescribe 
the process by which repairable items are initially 
assessed and prepared for repair at a repair cer:.ter . 
Shipment Policies - which prescribe the process by which 
repaired and procured i tems are shipped from a st.:pplier to 
Condemnation - being the p:::-oress by which failed items are 
assessed as no t. being capable of repair. 
As wi ll be descrihed in this thesis, the Navy has specific 
requi r eme:1ts for each of these system descriptors in the 
manageme!1t of repairable items. These :::-equirements introduce 
complications which are not addressed by the current Navy 
repairable item model or by other prominent. repairable it.em 
invent.ory model s such as METRIC [Ref. 3 J . ~his is not t.o say 
that t.here ha ve not been inventory models proposed which deal 
with these more difficu lt issues. Indeed, the literature has 
examples of batch ordering and/or repair assessment models 
[Re f . 4,5,6, 7 and 8] which, in the main, apply approximat i ng 
techniques to det.ermine optimal invent.ary control strategies. 
However. the detailed nature o f the repairables process does 
not l end itself t.o t.he adaptation of such models to the 
specific requirements of the Navy. For example, none of the 
models in the literature consider both repair and procurement. 
order batching, or repair induction processes which see failed 
carcasses entering repair agencies as batches but leaving as 
single items. AS a consequence, the Navy's repairables 
process has been subject to individual and detailed analysis 
at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
C. OBJECTIVl!:S 
This thes :is follows directly or. f rom l'-laher 's work wi th the 
spec:lf ic objectives to: 
re l ati ::mship bet_ween inputs to 
system and parameters of 
develop approxinate l y correcl 
distributions for !'let inventory 
SCOPE 
Mahe~ simulated a Navy repairable item inventory for a 
specific set of system i!'lputs and employed regression ana l ysis 
techniques to conduct preliminary investigations 
funcLiona l relationships between these loputs and 
distributiona l parameters. In contrast, this thesis condl:cts 
the same simulation but over a greater inpl:t ~ange, and uses 
stochastic modeling Lechniql:es to derive approximations to 
distributior.al parameters. 
E. 
Chapter II provides a plain language system description of 
lhe processes which work together to dete~mine the wholesale 
levels ot Navy repairable items at any point in time. C~apters 
III and IV develop stochastic models for repai~able item 
' .... holesale inventory levels to support approximations fo~ the 
steady state distribution of inventory position and net 
lnven::.ory. Chapter V contains t:'e comparison and analysis of 
resu l ts obtained via simulation and stochastic modeling. 
Final l y , Chapter VI summarizes the thesis reseal·C!I a:1d 
findings , o f fe:::-s conc l usions, and makes recommendations for 
f Ul·ther ana l ysi s . 
I I.. CONCEP'l'UAL MODEL 
A plain language system description is a key ingredient o!: 
any study wh':'ch seeks ,_0 understand the relati:Jnships between 
system components and/or to predict syst.em 
performance . I n t he case of this thesis, such a description 
forms t he basis [or both the simu l aLion of the repairable 
system and the analysis of i t s stochastic features. Hereafter 
this description sha ll be referred to as the 'concep t. ual 
model " . 
The conceptual mode l for the managernenL of wholesale leve l 
inventories of repairab l e i Lems ir. the Navy assu .. '1les that there 
is a maximu.'Tl inventory l eve l , SW, and actual inventory levels 
vary tram this maximu!1l as a result of demands being p l aced by 
customers and two distinct but interre l ated replenislnnent 
processes: 
the repair process 
the pr:..>curement process 
To out. 1 ine the conceptual m8de l tile movement of a 
repairable item between u ship (representing the ultimate user 
of a repairabl e ite:nj, inventory manager, wholesule stock, 
rfCpair agency, and supplier wi l l be described . A SUlfUTIdry of 
the system inputs and variables used in the description and 
ana l ysis of t_he conceptual model is contained in Appendix A. 
The conceptual model assumes that demands for repairable 
items occur at a rate of one uni t per requisition and that 
demand follows a Poisson distribution with a mean rate of 0 
units per quarter. On receipt o f a demand for a repairable 
item the inventory manager will satisfy the demand from 
wholesale stock on a • first come first served' basis or place 
the demand on backorder_ The replenishment of wholesale 
stock levels following these demands will then be undertaken 
by the repair and procurement processes. 
A. 'l'HE REPAl:R PROCESS 
When a repairable item fa i ls onboard, the ship demands a 
replacement item and dispatches the failed item back to the 
inventory manager so that repair can be arranged. The 
beginning of the repair process for an individual repairable 
item is marked by the re turn of a failed repairable item to 
the inventory manager. The conceptual model asswnes that 
when this return happens it is completed instantaneously_ 
However, it is possible that the demand for a replacement item 
is not accompanied by the successful return of a failed 
repairable item to the inventory manager (for examp l e, due to 
loss of the item in transit between the ship and the inventory 
manage:::-). There f ore, ::he prohab i l ity tha t any ~me demdnd wil l 
be accompanied by a failed item, or carcass, is called the 
Carcass Return RaLe ICR?). 
1':le inventory mdnager uccu,:nulates carcasses until a set 
number (Q~ ) is reached in the ~epair batching process. At 
this time 0, tailed items are dispa::checi as a si:1g1e butch to 
a:1y one of an infinite nwnbe~ of repair agencies. Each 
repair agency is assumed t o have infinite capaci t.y to 
undertuke repair. Not all carcasses in the batch \"ill be 
capable of repair and thus initially the repair agency 
sequentia l ly assesses and, if necessary, prepal-es the items 
for repair. The actua l decisJ.on as to whet her a carcass is 
repairable or not takes zero time, whereas the preparaLion for 
repai:::-, described below , takes a fixed lenyth of time . The 
probability thut anyone carcass randomly selected w:"ll be 
capable of repair is called the Repair Survival Rate (RSR). 
The first carcass is assessed at the moment the batch reaches 
the repair agency. At time t, when a carcass is assessed for 
repair , one of two outcomes will occur. 
If the carcass :"s assessed as being capal;le of repair then 
a repaired item will be returned to the wholesale stock at 
time t +RTAT, where RTAT is the known and fixed time interval 
referred to as the Repair Turn Around Time (RTAT) . The repair 
assessment of the next item in the batch (should there be one) 
w:"ll then occur at t_ime t+REP, \"here REP is a k:-lOwn a!1d fixed 
time interval. If the is assessed as not being 
capabl e of repair then the inventory manager is immediate l y 
notified, the quantity in repair reduced by one, and the 
"attrition " is recorded in the procurenent process at time t. 
The repa ir assessment of the next item in the batch (should 
there be one) wi l l then occur instantaneously at time t. 
Therefore the time element REP can be thought of as the repair 
preparation t ime or the time delay in commencing actual repair 
caused by the need to conduct diagnos t ic tests, fault 
i solation procedures and material preparation etc for an 
individua l repairable item prior to considering the next item 
in the batch. On the basis of the repair process described 
above REP is necessarily less than or equal to RTAT . 
THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS 
'tVhen a ship demands a replacement for a failed repairabl e 
item but, for whatever reason, the failed item is not returned 
to the inventory manager, or an item is assessed in the repair 
process as not being capable of repair then an attrit i on is 
said to have occurred. Attritions require the procurement of 
additional items to maintain inventory levels and , thus, an 
attrition marks the start of the procurement process. As 
with the repair process, the inventory manager accumulates 
attritions until a set number (Q,i is reached in the 
procurement bat ching process. At this time the inventory 
places an order of size Qp with a supplier which 
arrives in wholesale stock (as a single batch) a fixed time 
10 
interva l later. This t i me lnt erval is referred tc t~.e 
Lead Time I PC!...T) and iO', a"sumed 
significantly gr e ater tha n RTAT. 
Figure 1 shows the movement of repa i:::- ed al, d p:::-oCl:.red i tel1'.s 
IRFI Ready for I ss u e) , and a~triticn s in t!le 
repair and procuremen t_ processes . 
Figure 1. I tem Flow Chart for Repairable Item Conceptual 
Model. 
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C. MAGNITUDE OF MODEL INPUTS 
Based on the conceptual model described, there are eiqht 
system inputs which will determine the distribution of 
inventory levels at any particular point in time . 
The range of system inputs that have been considered in 
this thesis together ·with the basis for their selection are 
outlined as follows: 
Quar-ter-ly Demand Rate (D): :::::n the case of r-epairable items 
the quarterly demand rate tends to be low . For example, 
on the basis of sample information provided by Mr. John 
Boyarski at the Ships Farts Control Center, demand rates 
less than 9 units per quarter tend to dominate. Rates 
extending to 40 units per quarter ar-e, however, 
considered. 
Carcass Return Rate lCRR): Financial redemption values 
applied to repairable items in the Navy provide incentives 
for users to retur-n failed carcasses to the inventory 
manager Return rates in the range from 0 .4 to 1.0 ar-e 
considered. 
Repair- Survival Rate (RSR): Repairing a failed item 
consumes considerable effor-t and resources. As a 
consequence, this would dictate that fa i led carcasses have 
a r-easonable probability of being repaired. Repair 
survival rates in the range from 0.4 to 1.0 are 
considered. 
REP: At the component and sub-assembly levels 1t seems 
reasonable to expect that this time element might be 
reasonably short, perhaps not exceeding two weeks. :::n 
more complex sub-assembly and assembly levels this delay 
due to diagnostic testing and fault isolation, etc ., may 
be significant. REP delays in the r-ange fr-om 0.0 to 1.6 
quarters are considered . 
Repair Turn Around Time (RTAT): Historical evidence shows 
tha t RTAT varies between organic and commercial repair 
agenc1es. On the basis of data provided by Mr. John 
Boyarski turnaround times in the range from 0 .3 t o 2.3 
quarters are considered. 
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Batch/Orde !:- Quant i ties (Q,/Qp): While classified as inputs 
fo::: the purposes of t-his thesis, in any inventory model 
these quantities wil l necome necision variables. 
Therefore, in testing distributional approximations these 
inputs should remain reasonably unconstrained. I-iowever, 
the:r-e are some practical :::elationships that might be 
reasona bly expected among (JR' D, REP and RTAT. Repaira ble 
i t ems that experience low demand rates and/or large 
RTAT/REP values are likely to be batched for repair in 
small quantities. The converse is also t:_rue. Therefore 
3atch/Order :::{uantities up to 42 units which apply th e se 
relationships are considered . 
Maximum I nvent-ory Level (SW): The nature of the conceptual 
mode l is such that- any value of SW wou l d serve equally 
we l l for test.ing purposes. To provide continuity the 
same va l t;.e as used by Maher, 72 units, is used thrO\1ghout 
this thesis. 
The stochastic modeling conducted i n this thesis also 
assu!nes that there is some level of material f l ow throt;.gh the 
p:::-ocurement and :::-epair processes. This assumption translates 
to the joint condition that CRR>O and prodt;.ct CRR*RSR<1. The 
case when CRR equa l s zero represents the st:::ict procurement 
model, the Navy application of which was discussed by Maher 
[Ref. 2:pp. 6~181. The case when CRR*RSR equa l s one 
represents the strict repair model. While this la.ter 
situa t ion is highly un l ikely to arise, the arguments developed 
in this thesis can be easily extended to cover such a case. 
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D. MEASURES OF :INTEREST 
The invencory level measures which are of primary interest 
to this t.hes i s are Inve ntory Pos i t i on (IP) and Net Inventory 
(N!) and are def i ned as follows: 
IP "On Hand RFI Stock + On Order + In Repa i r -
Backorders, 
which, in the context of the conceptual model, is equivalent 
IP '" SW - Carcasses and attritions currently being 
accumulated by the Inventory Manager. 
NI "On Hand RFI Stock - Backorders, 
which is equivalent to, 
NI = IP - On Order - In Repair. 
Here RFI refers to the items which are "as new" and Ready for 
Issue. 
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I NSTANTANEOUS REPAl:R ASS ESSMENT 
The case of instantaneous z:epai:c assessment: is when the 
time element REP in the conc;cptual model is considered 
insignificant and set to zero . Under this condition, a s a 
.::-epair balch of size Q. reaches a repair agency, the entire 
batch will be assessed instantaneously. Thus , a ll carcasses 
commence repair immediately and aLtriLions are processed 
i!TU'lcdiately. This case simplifies to some degree the 
stochastic analysis of the conceptual model , whi le at the same 
time providing a foundat i on for the more difficult scenario of 
non-instantaneous rep a ir a s sessment . 
The first section of this chapter reviews t.he development 
of the steady state distribut::on of inventory position. The 
second section considers t h e net inventory level for t he case 
of instantaneous repair assessF.lenL, with key :::.-esu l ts being an 
ClPprox iF.lation for the mean and variance, leadi!1g to a 
suggested p:::.-obability distribu tion for net inventory. 
S'I'EADY S 'I'ATE DISTRIBUTION OF INVENTORY POS:I'I'ION 
!-lahe::- [Ref . 2 :pp. 26-32 ] outlined the deve l opment of the 
steady state distribution Of inventory positio!1 for the 
repairables F.lode l as p:::.-eviously derived by Professor McMdSters 
at '~he Na val Fostgraduate Schoo l . To reF.lain consistent with 
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the eotation introduced in the conceptual model, and for the 
purposes of c l arity, the supporting arguments and result sha l l 
be sU.'lUnarized in this thesis. 
TO introduce notation, let 
I(t) the inventory position at time t; 
BR (t) the number of carcasses in the repa:lr 
batching process at time t; and 
Bp(t ) the number of attri t ions in the procurement 
batching process at time t. 
Then, it follows from the conceptual mode l that 
(ll 
As demands are generated and accompanied by 
BR(t) wi l l increase by one until QR items are held in the 
repair bat ching process . At this later time a repair order 
will be generated instantaneously decreasing the number in the 
repair batching process to zero . It follows from the 
conceptual model that this demand will occur as a Poisson 
process, and therefore the repair bat ching process can be 
modeled as a continuous time Markov chain with state 
space{O,1,2 Q~-l} and a doubly stochastic transitio:l 
matrix [Ref 9 :p. 191]. Thus, the steady state distribut i on 
for the number of carcasses bat chin g is given by 
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S i milarly, as attri t ions are generated, Be(t) wil l 
increase by one until C? items are held in the proc '-1rement 
batching process. At t!li s l ater. time a p!:ocurement orde!: 
will be ger:erated instantaneously decreasing the number in the 
procurement. batchir.g precess to zero. As stated in the 
conceptua l model, these attritions result both from demands 
not being accompanied by a carcass and carcasses being 
assessed beyond repair in the repair process . It follows 
from the conceptual mode] that this first source of attritions 
will form a Poisson process and occur at a constant rate . 
Results ~rom Ma her's work support the assumption that the 
second source of attrition can be approximated as a Poisson 
process [Ref 2.pp . 29-30]. Thus , the procurement batching 
process can also be mode l ed as a continuous time Markov chain 
with state space {O,1,2 . . . Q,-l} and a doub l y stochasti::: 
tra:1sition matri x . The steady state dis t ribution for the 
:1umber of attritions batching is approximated by 
P {B,. { t ) z v )"' i f orv = O,l. ,2, . . . Op- 1. ( 3 ) 
There is no intuitive reason why at a particUlar point in 
time the two batching processes would be depende:1t and, 
therefore, the steady state probabil i ty distribution for 
inven t ory position can be approximated from the convolution of 
P(BR(t» a:1d P(Bp(t» . The resulting distribution for P(I tt» 
is shown in equation (4). 
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P[I(t) = sw-xl "' Min~j;~OR) for x1-<x"'X:.! 
otherwise; 
where X~OX' X l ' and x 2 are defined as 
XlIIax '" 0,,+OR- 2; 
x,. - Min (Q", OR) -1; 
X:.! '" XJIVc-JS.. 
(4) 
(5) 
Given that inventory position is approximated utilizing the 
convolution of two discrete Uniform random variables, it 
follows that 
E[I(t) 1 .. 5W - 0"'2-1 - 0"2-1 ; (6) 
B. STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTION OF NBT INVENTORY 
To consider the distribution of net inventory let 
N(t) net inventory leve l at time t; 
number of demands in the period (t l , t 2 ) ; 
number of demands in the period (t l , t 2 ) 
accompanied by a carcass; 
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number of demands 1:1 the per i od (to , t,) 
not accompan i ed by a curcass; and 
nwnber of carcasses inducted into ::epa ir 
agencies in the per i od ( t 1,t, 1 that_ will 
be assessed as repairable. 
Si nce t.ile time any item spends at d ::::-epair agency (which 
is at most RTAT) ~s :otr-iCLly less than pe LT , it fo l lows that 
in the time period (L - peLT , t) 
Any qUd!1tity in procurement or actual rcpai:: at time t -
peLT will have been received by t.ime t. 
A.'1Y repairable carcasses commencing actual r epair i n the 
period (t- peLT, t-RTAT) will have been received by time t. 
With instant_anecus repair assessment, fo r ar.y repairab l e 
carcass t o corrunence actual repair in the time period (t-
peLT, t-RTATj i t must have been inducted into a repair agency 
in the t ime period (t -PCLT, t -RTAT) . Thus it. follows t.hat. 
N(t) '" I(t-PCLT) - D( t-PCLT, t) ... Ru{t-PCLT, t-RTll.T) , (B) 
which, after substituting e quation (1) for I (t. -PCLT) , and 
noting LhaL the Poisson random variable D (t "t,,) can be 
decomposed into the sum of D' (t " t., ] and D' (tl't,l, becomes 
N{t) = SW - BR(t-PCLTl ... RIJ/.(t-PCLT, t - RTAT) - DI(t-PCLT, t) 
- Bp(e-PCLT)- D"(e-peLT, e). 
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(9) 
1. Repairable Items (Rnl Inducted Into Repair Agencies 
As carcasses er:ter the repair process they are 
ini tially batched u::1til 0 quantity QR is reached, at w:'1ich 
point a repair order is instant.a::1eously p l aced. fron the 
conceptual model it is known that. the inter-arrival times of 
these carcasses into the repair process are independent and 
identically distributed Exponential random variabl es with 
parameter (O"'CRR). Thus, the times between the dispatching of 
successive repair batches ot size QR to a repair agency wil l 
be independent and identical l y distributed Er l ang random 
variables with parameters (Q., D*CRR). Let 
T. k the time between the dispatching of successive 




In addition, let 
0l(t) == t he number of repair batches of size Q" inducted 
into repair agencies in the time interva l [ 0, t) . 
The counting process {O,(t), t>O} is a Renewa l process os a 
consequence of the independent and identically distributed 
times between dispatching of successive repair batches. 
In addition, from element.ary Renewal theory t.he mean 
va l ue funct ion (i. e., the expected ::1umber of repair batches of 
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size Q. se!1t to repair dc;encies in the time in t prval (t" t, J ) 
can bE'! appr-oximated using Blackwell's ,:heor-em [Ref 10:p.41 ] do 
whe r-e 
the number- of repair- batches of size OJ< 
induc t ed into r-epair age ncies in the tirr,e 
peried (t " t 2J. 
Furthe=ore , i f 
Wi t!le numbeI of repa i rable carcasses in the ith 
::::-epair- orde::::- of size QR' 
then Wi are independent and identica lly dist::::-ibuted Binomial 
r-andom variables wi t h mean and va r-iance defined by 
(13) 
VBr [ wjl = OJ! RSR (l-RSR). (14) 
Therefore the cOl:n t .lng process {R1R (O t), ,:>O } be 
classi fied as a Renewal Reward Process [Ref lO:p . :n a] 
C:ll111.: l ative Process [Ref 1 1 :p. 91] described by 
for 0I(t1, t~} '" 1,2, (15) 
otherwise. 
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The approximate expected nurrbe~ of items inducted into 
repair agencies in the period {t"t,l that will be assessed 
as repairable follows as 
E I RrR (t1,tz )] = E[ E[RrR (t1, t z )/Or( t 1, t z )] ] 
= ElOr(t:. t 2 ) 011 RSR] 
= OR RSR E[Orlt:. t~)] 
'" D CRR RSR (t.-t1 ) , 
(16) 
Conditioning can also be applied to a pproximate the 
variance of RIR l t" t 1 ). Relaxing the time interval notation, 
tt,en 
Var[RrRJ '" E[Var[RIR/Or ]] + Var[E[RIR/Or]J 
= E[OrORRSR (l-RSR)] + var[0rORRSR] (17) 
= OR RSR (I-RSR) E[OI] + 0R.2 RSR 2 var[Or]; 
where the variance for t.he Renewal Process {Ol(t), t>G} is 
approximated by [Ref 11:p.70) 
var[TR!'Il (t~-t:) 
E[TR!'I] 3 
D CRR (tz-t1l 
0; 
(18) 
Substitution of equations (12) and (18) into (17) leads to 
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A [urt-r,er result- at int-erest- is the covariance bet-ween 
0, and Rj~' \ ... h i ch [allows from Cox \ Ret 11 :p.94) 
Cov[RrR,Or1 ~ var[O!] OR RSR 
'" D CRR RSR (r:2 -C1 ) • 
0. 
2. Expected Net J:nventory 
(20) 
The preceding rf'>sults can be t.;sec. to df'>termine the 
expected net inventory . Spec i fica lly, taking the expec tf'>d 
value of equation (9) and re l axing the time in::.erval notat i on, 
E[N( t) J -eo SW - E[BRl + E[RIRl - E[D'l 
- E[Bpl - EW"l . 
Using the results of equations (6) and (16) l eads to 
E[N( C)} '" sw - OR2- l + D CRR RSR( -RTAT+PCLT) 
which simplifies 
- D eRR peLT - OP2- 1 - D(l - CRR)PCLTi 
E[N( t) 1 ., S~' - OR2- 1 - OP2- 1 
- D CRR RSR RTAT 




By way of va l idation, consider the s~tuation where QR 
and Q r are both set equal to one, and REP is set equa l to 
In this situation a carcass arriving at the repair 
process at time t is immediately sent to a repair agen(:y to 
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undergo instantaneous assessment and. should it be a:1 
attrition. it will enter the procurement process at the !;lame 
time t. Thus . with infin::'te repair and supply capacity t his 
situation is the same as operating two independent infinite 
server queues wi th Poisson arrivals and fixed service times . 
Specifically. this situation will be characteri zed by 
All infinite server queue i t: the repair process 
experiet:cing Poisson demand arriva l s with rate D*CRR*RSR 
and fixed service t ime of RTAT; 
An i nfinit e server queue in the procurement process 
experiencing Poisson demand arrivals with rate 
0 * (l-CRR*RSR) and fixed service time of PCLT. 
From Queuing Theory [Ref 9:pp. 225 - 226] it is known that the 
expected net inventory level in this ~ase will be 
E[N(t) 1 = sw - D CRR RSR RTAT - D (1 - CRR RSR) peLT. (24) 
The same result follows from substitution of Q. and Qp equal 
t o one in equation (23). 
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3 . Variance of Net Inventory 
To consider the random val"iabl e depende~cies .in the 
edse o f i nstantaneou~; repd i r assessment a conven.lent way tc 
rewr i te equation (9 ) is 
N(t) '" SW - R(t) - R'(t) - P(t); (25) 
wh ere 
R ( t) '" ER ( t-PCLT') - R IR ( t - PCLT, t - RTAT) + n'( t - PCLT, t-RTAT') ; 
R /( t) '" D' ( t-RTAT, t) ; 
P ( t ) '" B,.( t -PCL T) + D'I(t-peLT, t). 
(26) 
The independence of the repair batching proces s (BR ) 
and the procurement batching processes (Bp) underl i es t he 
development of the s t eady state dis t ribution of inventory 
pcsic ion . In addition , establ ished results f or the Poisson 
p:r-ccess dictate t h a t D" and 0' are independent, being Poisson 
processes formed from the ca t egorization of the Poisson 
prOCesS D . Finally, RI ~ (t-PCLT,t-RTAT) and BR(t - PCLT} are 
formed from demand type D' which occu rs before time t -RTAT and 
t-PCLT, respectively . Thus, being functions of independe!1t 
random variabl es, it fo l lows that R(t) , R' (t) and P i t) 
independent. Furthermore, the number of attritions in t_he 
procurement bat ching process at a specific pein t in time is 
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independent of the demand wh i ch fol l ows in a subsequent_ 
period. Therefcre, 5,,(t-PCLT) and D"(t -PCLT,li 
independent. Based on theo;e facts 
Var[N(t)] = Var[R(t)] + Var[R'(t)] + Var[P(t)]; (27) 
where 
Var [P( t) 1 '" (Op - 1) (Op + 1) + D(1-CRRj peLT; 
12 (2S) 
Var [R/( t) 1 = D CRR RTAT . 
To examine the variance of R(t), consider the repair 
hatching process at time t-PCLT. This process will continue 
to accumulate carcasses until a total of Q. is held. In this 
case the time elapsed subsequent to t-PCLT will be equivalent 
to the length of time from t-PCLT until the next renewal in 
the Renewal Process formed by the generation of repair orders. 
In the situation when this remaining bat ching time is large in 
comparison to the time period (t-PCLT, t-RTAT), any repairable 
item inducted i nto a repair agency in the period (t-PCLT, t-
RTAT) is highly likely to have been in the repair batching 
process at t - PCLT. Thus, under these circumstances a 
significant degree of dependency would be expected between 
BR(t - PCLTl and R1R(t-PCLT,t-RTAT). An alternative situation 
is when the remaining bat ching time is small in comparison to 
PCLT-RTAT. In this case any repairable item inducted into a 
repair agency in the time period (t-PCLT, t-RTAT) is more 
likely to be as a result of demand D' subsequent to t-PCLT 
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than 1: 0 have bef.'n i:l t_ h e !:latching process at t - PCLT. These 
two cases il l ustrate the expcctf~d dependencies between 8.(t-
PeLT), R1Rit-PCLT,t -RTAT) and D' It - PCLT,t) under ins tantaneous 
repair assessrr.ent. Additionally, based on tllese arguments the 
covariance bet'A'een BR (t - PCLT) and R,.lt-PCLT,t: - RTAT ) 
expected to !:le non -negative. 
Thus, re l axing time interval notation, it fo l lows that 
the variar:.ce of R (t_) is 
Var [R] '" Var [BR] + Var [RIR] t Var [n'] 
( 29) 
- 2 Cov[BR,RIRJ - 2 COv[RIR,n']. 
determine the covariar:.ce betweer:. R'R and D' consider t_hal 
:tn any fixed time interval it - PCLT, t-RTAT) 
D ' ( t-PCLT, t - RTAT) = OR 0I(t-PCLT, t-RTATl + u; (30) 
wr,e re Ct is a randon variable ir:. the range 
(31) 
Thus 
Cov[Ru,D'] = COV[RTR,QtPT+U ], (32 ) 
I n a proba!:lilistic sense, the number of repairable carcas~es 
entering repalr agenc les , Rj ", is a function of the number of 
::--epair batches of ~ize Q" accumulated by t_he Inventory 
Manager, 0" and the Repair Surviva l Rate, RSR. Therefore it 
seems reasonable that Rj~lt-PCLT,l-RT}"T) is independent of Ct. 
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Combining equat i ons (30) and [32) with equation (20), t-ogether 
with the indepe:ldence assert-ion, leads to 
COV(R1R,D') '" Cov (R1R,OROI) + COv(R1R, a ] 
.. OR COV[RIR , 0 1] 
'" D CRR RSR(PCLT-RTAT') . 
(33) 
Therefore, under conditions where the covariance between BR 
and RIR is insignificant, the substitution of equations (19) 
and (33) i nto equat ion [7.9) leads to 
Var (R (t) J '" (0.11- 1 ) (0.11+ 1 ) - D CRR RSR(PCLT-RTAT') 
12 (34) 
+ D CRR(PCLT-RTAT') ; 
and the varia:lce of net inventory equation (27) becomes 
Var [N( t)] .. (QR-1~~OR+1l + (Op-J..~~Qp+ll 
(35) 
+ D CRR RSR RTAT + D(l - CRR RSR) PCLT. 
Once again from elementary Queuing Theory results, the 
variance for the boundary case where Q" and Qf are both set 
equal to one and REP is set equal to zero [being the operat_ion 
of two independent infinite server queues with Poisson 
arrivals and fixed service times) is provided by equation 
(35) . 
4. Probability Distribution for Net Inventory 
The task now is to identify a probability distribution 
which cha racterizes the steady state levels of net inventory 
in the case of instant_a:leous repair assessmen::.. One way to 
ident i fy such a ci.ist:::ibut-_ion is t8 m:;tch mOF.lents of r_he 
apP!"Gx i m:;ting dist::-ibution with t.llose determined t hrough 
stochast i c analysis of the conceptua l moci.e l . F8r lower order 
rr.oments, a necessary condition F.lust be that the mean and 
of the c!'.8sen distribution are reas::mably well 
app:::oximated by equations {23) and (35), respec::ively. 
After conducting d number of simulation run s for a 
specific range of cancepLual mode l inputs, Mahe r [Ref 2;pp . 
65-67J found strong evi8ence to suggest that [_he Normal 
distribution ·was a good approximating di stribution for net 
inventory. Th\ls, one app:::-oach is to mode l N{t) dS a No=a l 
random v a riab l e with ILeao and variance given by equa t ions (23) 
and (35), respectively. I. Nor-Tl'.d l approximation is likely to 
a l low algebraic simjJliEication iE the subsequent development 
of d readiness based inventory model fer repairab l es. 
Eewever, it al so carries with it the condi t ion that the 
probability t hat net inventory is larger than SW is strictly 
positive; a condition that violates the conceptua l IEode l . 
A second approach to approximating the distribution ot 
net inventory is to let net inventory be described by 
N(t) "SW - [BR(t) oj. Ep(t) oj. Y(c) J, (36) 
where BR(t) and Bp(t) are as described previously, and Ylt) i s 
a Poisson random variabl e with mean 11 def i ned as 
1-1 '" D CRR RSR RTAT oj. D(l -CRR RSR) PCLT. (37) 
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Then the approximating distribution for N(t), based on 
equation (36), wou l d be the convolution of three i ndependent 
random va~iables B.lt), Bp(t) and y(t), and would have its mean 
and variance described by equations (23) and 135), 
respectively. In this approach, since B" (t), B"lt) and Y(t) 
arc al l positive random variables, the probability that N(t) 
is greate::::- than SW is st::::-ictly zero. 
The probability density function tor this convo l ut i on 
~ :E (j+l) Il Z - j e-1' 
OP()1l j-O (z j) 1 
+ min(Op, Oil) t Ilz-j e-I' 
OP()1l j~x"l (z-j)! 
P [N(t) = sw- z l 
(38) 
where x~u, x,, and x, were defined by equation (5). 
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I V . NON-INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR AS S ESSMENT 
Thj 0; chapter consiciers the case where the time element- REP 
in l he conceptual model assumes some positive value. Under 
this condition, as a repair batch of size QR reaches a repai::::-
agency, each item in the batch i~ sequentially assessed before 
proceeding into repair 0::::- being declared an attrition . Thu s , 
carcasses enter repair agencies in batches but they are 
assessed individua lly and, if repaired, returned to wholesale 
stock as individual items. 
Generally speaking, repairable item invent ory models 
discussed i:1 the li t erature assume that this repair assessment 
happens instantaneously [Ref. 6 and 8] ias presented in the 
previous chapter), and/or that repair orders sent to ::::-epair 
age ncies are assessed as a single batch and returned as a 
batch after repair [Ref 5,6 , 7 and 81. Such conditions combined 
with manageable batch arrival distributions obviously have 
res u lted in t::::-actable results. However, the method of repair 
assessment and return of repaired unil s outlin ed in the 
conceptual model and described above, together with the 
batc hing of repair orders initially incorporated in Chapter 
III , dis t inguish the Navy model fror:1 these other repairah le 
:nodels discussed in the l iterature. 
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The r,atur-e of the conceptual model (WiLh the condition of 
nO!1 -instantaneous r-epair- assessment) has not made it possible 
in this study to develop a s trong analytlcal argurneat leading 
to the pr-obability distr- ibution of net inventory. However-, 
building on the ar-gurnents pr-esented for- the instantaneous 
r-epair- assessment case, an appr-oxirnation for- t !1e mean of net 
inventory can be devised and a simplistic approach applied to 
ar;proximate the distributio!1. 
The first section of this chapter br-iefly considers t he 
steady state distribution of inventory posi t ion. The second 
section considers the net inventory level for Lhe case of non-
instantaneous repair- assessment, leading to a suggested 
probability distr-ibution for net inventory. 
A. INVENTORY POSITION 
Maher- [Ref 2: p. 59 J found that for the range of system 
par-ameter-s he considered the variation of REP had little 
effect on the simulated inventory position distr-ibution. It 
remained essentially that stated by equation (4). Thus, a 
starting point in this analysis is to choose to model 
inventory position in t he same way as was done in the case of 
instantaneous repair assessment. Specifically, t he steady 
state distribution of inventory position in the case of non-
instantaneous assessment is assurned to be approximated by 
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equat i ons (/;.) and (5 ) . The res u lts of this thes i s to be 
presented l ater support Maher's results and this general 
approach fer rrodeling inventory position. 
NeT I:NVENTORY LEVELS 
To consider net inventory levels let N(t), D(t"t; ) , 
and If':t 
AA(t) number of attri~ions previously inducted into 
repa i r agencies and st~ll await i ng repair 
assessment a t time t; and 
A.(t) number of repairab l e carcasses previously 
i nducted i n to repair agencies and still 
a .... 'aiting repair assessment at time t . 
As with the C<l.se of instuotaneous repair assessment, tl~e 
general conditions app l y that under the asslL"TIption that RTAT 
i s strictly l ess than peLT in the time period (t - peLT, t ) 
Any quantity in procurement or actual repair at time t-
peLT wi ll have been received by time t . 
Any repairab l e carcasses cOIlUllencing a ctual repair in the 
period {t - peLT , t -RTAT) will have been recei vee.. by time t. 
Accoun:ing for the fac t that carcasses e nt ering repair 
agencies now :nay be delayed by the r epair assessment action 
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before being declared repairable o r attriticns, it fol l ows 
that 
N(t) ~I(t~PCLT) ~D(t~PCLT,t) -A,,(t~PCLTJ 
+ RrR(t~PCLT, t~RT/lT) - /lR(t-RTAT); 
(39) 
which, after substituting equation (1) for I (t -PCLT) becomes 
N(t) = SW - BR(t~PCLT) + Rm(t-PCLT, t-RTAT) - D(t-peLT, t) 
-A",(t-PCLT)-AR(t-RTAT) -Bp(t-PCLT). (40) 
It should be noted that when REP is set to zero then A~ and AR 
are necessarily zero, and equation (40) reduces to equation 
(9). 
1. Repairable Carcasses (~) and. Attritions (A~) At 
Repair Agencies Awaiting Repair Assessment 
The robust results of Litt l e [Ref. 12] c an be used to 
study the number of repairable carcass es and attritions at 
repair agencies awaiting repair assessment. Little showed 
that in a steady-state queuing process the following formula 
holds 
L .. J..Wi (41 ) 
where 
expected number of units in the system; 
W expected time spent by a unit in the system; and 
expected rate of arrivals to the system. 
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'The !:'obustness o t this result lies in the observation t_hat i t 
It was st.a::ed previously :.hat the nwnber 0: repairab l e 
ca r casses entering repair agenc i es by time t (R'H(O . t). t>O} 
can be modeled as a Reward Renewal Process o r Cumulative 
Process. I n part icular, Renewal Theory results :ur this type 
o f process lead to 
E[R.rR(O, t) 1 ~ D eRR RSR t, ( 4 2 ) 
as derived in equat ion (16) in Chapter III. Thus, choosing 
t.o approximate the steady state rat e of repairable carcasses 
en t e ring repair agencies as D" CRR*:<.SR and d efining 
TA '" time a randomly se l ected item spends at a repair 
agency awaiti ng repai r assessment , 
it f ol l ows from Little's fonnula that 
(43) 
Similar arguments can be made for the number of 
attritions e ntering repair agencies by t ime t such tha t 
(44) 
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2. Time Awaiting- Repair Asse s sment (TA ) 
To determine t.he time any carcass or attrition spends 
at a repair agency awa i ting repair assessment (T~) , def i ne the 
random variables 
the sequence !'lumber of a:1 item in a repair batch 
of size Q. (1, 2. Q. ); and 
RA the number of i tems in a particular repair batch 
ot size Q. assessed as repairable prior to an item 
u:1dergoing repair assessment (0, 1. Q.-l l . 
The conceptual model states that as a repair batch of 
s i ze QR enters a repair agency t he first item in the batch is 
assessed inunediately . The outcome o f this asseSSIT.ent 
directly influences the amount of time the remainder of that 
batch spends waiting for repa i r assessment to conunence. 
contrast, the assessment of the last item in the batch does 
not inf l uence the time any item spends awaiting repair 
More genera l ly, the time any randomly selected 
ite>ll spends waiti!1g for repair assessment to commence will be 
an integer swn of time packages REP and wil l depend on the 
number of r epairable items in the batch of size Q" that are 
assessed before it . This can be represented as the product 
(45) 
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Then, condition i n g on the sequence numbe r of an it em, the 
conditiona l probability becomes 
P(RA=x! I= i ) = (i~l)(RSR)X(l_RSR);l -l-X tor O~x~i -l ; (46) 
.... 'he re any pos ition in t he order is equal l y l i k e ly; i . e. 
P(I=i ) = ....!.. 
Q. (47) 
Th en the expect t;'d time any item spends at a r epa i r agency 
awa iting rep air as sessmen t will be det e rmined as f ollows: 
E[RA!I=il "'(i-I) (RSR); (50) 
o. 0 - 1 
E[RAl =k (i- l) RSR P (1'=i) = RSR + ; (51) 
E ( TA l '" '\-1 RSR REP. (52) 
3. Expected Net Inventory 
Rel axing the time interval no tation and taking the 
expectation of N(t) given by equat ion (40 ) l eads to 
E[N(t) ] '" SW - E[BR ] + E[RIJI1 ] - E[D] 
- E [AA] - E [ARl - E [Bpl . 
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(53) 
Subs t i tu ting the results obtained from equations (6), (16) , 
(<13) and (';'4) leads to 
E[N( t)] '" sw - 0 11;1 - OP2- 1 - D(l CRR RSR) PCLT 
- D CRR(RSR Rl'Al' + E(TA ]) • 
Finally, adding the result given by equation (52) gives 
E[N(t)] "'SW- 0 112- 1 - OP2- 1 -D(1-CRRRSR)PCLT 
_ D eRR RSR(RTAT + (OR-l~ REP). 
(54) 
(55) 
It should be noted that when REP is set to zero equation (55) 
reduces to equa t ion (23) in Chapter III. 
4. Variance of Net Inventory 
The structure of N(t) given by equation (35) allows 
for the direct application of the arguments used in the 
previous chapter to the determination of variance of net 
inventory in the case of non-instantaneous repair assessment. 
However, point estimates for the variances of AA and AR , and 
the form of any dependencies induced by these random 
variables, are not obvious. 
While formulae for higher order moments similar to 
Little's result do exist in the case of Exponential in ter -
arrival patterns [Ref . 13], they are ineffective in this case 
as in the conceptual model, Erlang inter-arrival patterns of 
repair batches at an infinite number of repair agencies are 
experienced. Then, on arrival at a repair agency, each batch 
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ent.ers a sing l e se,veT qc:eue tor repair ao:se:.srnent . The 
inability to accurately model this process leads 
cons idera tion of t he fol l owing naive a n a lysi s . 
In t.he boundary cose~; wher e the Chap!".er III assumption 
concerning the insignificance of Cov [ 38,R,~1 is applied, QR is 
set equal to on;>, and/or REP is set equal to zero, any 
expression fOl· t :'e variance of :let inventory should equaLe to 
equation (3 5) . Simi l arly , as REP approaches zero Lhe point 
esLimate results shou ld approach t hose for the instantaneous 
repair assessment case . Furthermore, for REP sufficiently 
smal l , it might be e xpected that the lower order moments for 
the deviat ion of r:.et inver:.tory be l ow SW approach those ot a 
random variable formed from L'1e convo l ution of BR(t), Bp(t} and 
a poiss·on random variabl e wi::.h mean 
j.l = D (I-eRR RSR) peLT 
... D eRR RSR(RTAT'" (QR-I~ REP). (56) 
With t:'1.is naive ana lys is the variance of neL invenLory would 
be estimated by 
Var [N( t) J .. (QI1-1~~QR"'I) ... (Qp-l~~Qp"'l) 
... D CRR RSR (RTAT'" (QR- I~ REP) 
... D(l - CRR RSR) PCLT. 
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(57) 
5. Probability Distribution for Net Inventory 
Once again using the approach of matching lower order 
moments , and applying the results of the naive analysis, an 
approximation can be made for the steady state distribl:.tion of 
net ~nventory. 
Maher found that the Norma l distribution served as a 
good approximation for net inventory for both instantaneous 
and non-instantaneous repair assessment. Thus , one approach 
is to model N (t 1 as a Normal random variable wi th mean and 
variance given by equations (55) and (57), respectively. 
A second approach, identical t o that followed in 
Chapter III, is to let net inventory be described by 
N(t) '" SW - [BR(t) ... Bp(t) ... y (t) ]; (58) 
where B~ [t) and Be (t) are as describe previously, and Y (t) is 
a Poisson random variable with mean given by equation (56). 
Then the approximating distribution for N[t) resu l ti ng from 
equation (58) and the convolution of three independent random 
variables BR(t), Be(t) and Y(t) wi ll have mean and variance 
described by equations (55) and (57) , respectively . The 
probability distribu tion tunction for this c onvolution wi ll be 
that given by equation (38) with ~ now given by equation (56) . 
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RESULTS 
The pU:CpOSfe of th i s chapter is to discuss the per:ormance 
of t:H'! approximations developed for inventory pos i tion and net 
:i nventory in C!)apters III a nd IV . The first section of the 
chapter out l i nes the methods used to tes t the distTibut i cnal 
approximations developed previously. The second section of 
the chapter discusses results obtained in the instantaneous 
repair assessment case. Finally, the third section discusses 
the results for the case of non-instantaneous repair 
A. TESTING METHOD 
The objective of this thesis is to develop probability 
distributions which describe t he steady state be:'avior of the 
Navy's wholesale repa i rable item inventory. 7 hese 
distributions can then be used in an inventory management 
model for repairable items. Typically such models seek to 
opt imi ze a selected measure o~ effectiveness such as total 
variable cost of maintaining inventory, supply response time , 
material availability, etc. Thus, the most appropriate form 
of testing would be to investigate how wel l the suggested 
probability distributions work in such a model. In the 
ahsence of an inventory management model a more stringent test 
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is to investigate how wel l the approximate analytical 
probab~lity distributions for inventory position and net 
inventory compare with empirical distributions generated 
through simulation. If the results are sa::.isfactory then t he 
distributions can be used in the development of an inventory 
management model. This later approach was adopted in this 
thesis . 
To validate the probability distributions for inventory 
position and net inventory which were described in Chapters 
III and IV, a number of simulation runs were conducted using 
the MODSIM II high - level programming language. MODS 1M II is 
a general - purpose, modular, object-oriented programming 
language which has built - in capability to per f orm discrete 
event simulation [Ref 14: pp.1-2J. The MODS 1M II simulation 
implements the conceptual model described in Chapter II as was 
that previously studied by Maher [Ref. 2] using SIGMA 
(SImulation Graphical Modeling and Analysis systeml . The 
simulation output published by Maher therefore provided an 
initial verification tool for the MODSIM II program used in 
this thesis, 
For the range of system inputs considered, and program run 
times experienced , appropriate simulation length was 
considered to be 1000 quarters. Based on analysis of 
simulation time series an initial transient time of 50 
quarters was generally applied, 
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The s i mulal i on runs wer<:" used to study the pe~for-rnance o f 
poin t e s tima tes and dist.r-ibution appr-oxirnat ions llsing a 
combination o f graphical tedmiques an d goodness of f it te,; t s. 
As ~,'ith Maher-'s t hesis, for the Chi-square goodness of fit 
test t he ·observed frequencies· resulting from the simu l ation 
medel were determined by comparing the total length of t ::'me 
that each v<l l ue of the i nventory position and net ir.vent.ory 
occurred in s:.eady state with the tota l run t ::'me less initial 
t ransien t t ime ( i . e ., the time -weighted distributions were 
determined) . As Maher noted [Ref. 2:p. 58J, this use of the 
Chi-square goodness of fit t est stretches the t heory and i s 
However, no other goodness of fit test exists for 
this t y pe of frequency deternlination. 
INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR ASSESSMENT 
1. Point Estimates 
As an initial illustration of the effectiveness of the 
app~ox~mat~ons developed for- the particular case of 
instantaneous r-epai~ assessment a number of system input 
settings were considered. These settings fa l l wi:.hin the 
range of system input values discussed in Chapte r II, and are 
shown in Table 1. 
Point estimates f8r t he mean and variance of inventory 
position and net inventory for these five system inpu:. 
settings are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. In all 
cases it can be seen that the approximations are v e ry close to 
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those 8btained fr-om simulat~on runs. In particular, over a 
large n'..lmber of additi onal runs the simulated re~; 'ollts gave a 
mean and variance of inventory position and a mean of net 
inventory whi ch were always very close to t h e approximate 
formulae. Simulation output for t h e varia!1ce of ne t 
inventory tended to be less c lose to the approximate formulae. 
2. Ste ady State Distribution of Inventory position 
grap hic c omparison o f the sirEUlated and 
app~oximating p r obability distributions for invent ory po s i t ion 
resulting from the application of inp'olt settings i:"1 Table 1 is 
contain ed in Appendix B. These initial results support 
Maher ' s findi :"1gs [Ref 2; p . 78J that the approximation developed 
pro vides a very good fi t. 
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Appendix C contains results of Chi-Square qoodness of 
fit ~.esc. for 78 simulation rur:s applying a range of sysc.em 
inputs. In all cases the obs(>rved test s'.atistic, X", is l ess 
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than the critical value, X2, ? ~.". Thus, at the 5% significance 
level the conclU>,ion is to fail to re j ect the null hypothesis 
~hat the distribu t ion of inventory position is as described by 
equations (4) a nd (5). 
3. Steady State Distribution of Net Inventory 
Graphical comparisons of the s':mulated distribu~ions 
for net inventory and Normal approximations resul~ing from the 
application of input set~ings in Table 1 ~o the simulation 
model are shown in Appendix D, and the convolution 
approximations are shown in Appendix E. In these in::'~ial 
cases it is difficul~ to discern any sign ificant difference 
between the graphics for the Normal and convolution 
approximations. Both seem to provide a very good 
representation of the simulated ou~put. However, it should 
be noted that the graphics for the Normal approximation do not 
include theoretical probabilities for net inventory levels 
greater than SW (72 in all cases) because net inventory levels 
will never exceed SW in the conceptual model. 
Appendices F and G contain the Chi-Square goodness of 
fit test results for 78 simulation runs using ~he Normal and 
convolution approximations, respectively. Once again at the 5% 
level of significance the general conclusion is to fail to 
reject the null hypothesis that the distribution of net 
inventory is described by the Normal approximation with mean 
and variance given by (23) and (35) , respectively, or by the 
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convolution given by equilt i on (381 . It i s on l y in the cases 
wher e low variability ct net inver.tory is expe.::-ienced in 
steady sta l e (reflected in the degrees of freedom for the C'li-
square t est whic:J in all cases d.::-e equivalent t. o the number of 
inventory levels experienced in steady state less one) that 
the Normal approximation appears to consistently fai l. This 
failure i s li kely to be t.he result of the Normal approximation 
applying significant positive probabil ity to net inventory 
levels greater than SW. The convolution approximaticm is 
accepted i n all cases . 
The variance apprOXil'ldtion derived in Chapter III and 
applied in cases 1 through :, above has assumed that the 
covariance between 3" (t-PCLT ) and R," (t-PCLT, t - R'I'AT) is 
insigni f icar.t. Given the relationship developer: in equation 
(29), and the intuitive reasoning developed in Chapter III 
supporting positive correlation between these two random 
variables, it follows that the variance approximation should 
be greater than the variance reflected in simulation results. 
Indeed, this pr:enomena was cO:1sis t ent l y observed over the 
large number of simulat ion runs perfo::med during this study. 
Despite this result, the convolution approximation for the 
steady state distribution of net inventory seems to work very 
well and is supported by the Chi -square goodness of f::t test 
results. 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR ASSESSMENT 
1. Steady State Distribution of Inventory position 
Appendix :J contains the Chi-square good.ness of fit 
resul ts for the approximating distribution of net inventory 
following the application of a range of system input settings 
to the simulation model. In these cases REP varies from 0.0 
to 0.5. Once again the observed test statistic X2 i s 
continually, and significantly, less than the critical value, 
X' .9S.... Thus, at the 5% significance level the conclusion is 
to fail to reject the null hypothesis that the distribution of 
inventory position is as described by equations (4) and (5). 
These results together with those obtained in t he 
instantaneous repair assessment case add further weight to 
Maher's f indings; that t_he convolution of two discrete Uniform 
random variables provides a robust approximation for the 
steady state distribution of inventory position. 
2. Net Inventory Point Estimates 
To assess t he approximations developed for net 
inventory the theoretical point estimates were first_ compared 
to simulation output using the input settings in Ta ble 4. 
Graphical comparisons of the theoretical and simulated mean 
and variance of net inventory are at Appendices I and J, 
respectively. Each input setting was replicated four times 
in the simulation model. 
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As with t.he case o[ instanL:meous repair assessment, 
the theoretical estimates for the expected net inventory are 
very close to those gained frol:1 the simulation. However, in 
the case of the variance the theoret ical point estimate 
consistently 
simulation . 
the result obtained through 
This result is not surprising given the 
simplistic basis for lhe variance estimate. The simulation 
results also show that variance as a distributional parameter 
is not particularly well behaved. The nature of this behavior 
presents difficulties in trying to determine a general 
estimate for the difference between the simulated dnd 
estimated variances using regression techniques . 
3. Steady State Distribution of Net Inventory 
Despit.e the shortcomings displayed in the 
estimates for net inventory , the Normal and convolution 
distributiona l approximations were tested agc1inst the 
simulation model. Appendices K and L contain the Chi - Square 
goodness of fit test resu l ts for 90 simulation runs applying 
a range of system input settings and using the Normal and 
convolution approximations, respectively. Once again at the 
5% level of significance the general conclusion is to fail to 
reject the null hypothesis that the distribution of net-. 
inventory is described by the convolution approximation given 
by equation (38). The Normal approximation, however, 
continues to consistently fail the hypothesis test where low 
variability of net inventory is experienced. Note that, as 
expected from the conceptual model , the case where QR 
equals one the value of REP has no influence on the 
distributional parameters. 
The simulation runs conducted in Appendices K and L 
with REP equal to 0.5 (its largest value in Appendices K and 
L) were used to provide a graphical comparison of the net 
inventory probabi l ities obtained through simulation and the 
convolution approximation as given by equation (38). These 
plots are contained in Appendix M, with case input settings 
surrroarized in Table 5. The plots show that the convo l ution 
resemb l es the simulated result q1.Aite closely, with the 
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a;:,solute diffen"nces bet weer; the simu l ateD and approx i mated 
probabi lities being very sma l l in all cases. Whi l e the p l ots 
for Cases 18 and 19 Ll.ppea.::- to 5h8"" that the two c.listri but ions 
beg i n to dj fEe"':", it shou l d be noted that in these cases the 
rela t ive shape of the dist:::ibut i on Lmction is extremely flat 
and the absolute differences in prohabilit. ies remain very 
smal l . The Chi - square test for these two cases (see las t. two 
results in Appendix L) leads to the conc lusion, at: the 5% 
s ignificance Jevel, that t he convolution is a reasonalJle 
:::epresenta t i on of the steacy state distribution of net 
:lnVf;;ntory . 
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SUMMARY, CONCLOS:rONS, AND RECOMMENDAT:rONS 
In t.he past the Ni'l.VY hi'l.s managed substantial inventories 
of both consUIMble i'l.nd rF!pairi'l.ble secondalJ1 items. liowever, 
changes implemented in the Department of Defense wholesale 
supply management as i'l. consequence of Defense Managemen~ 
Review Decision 926 have seen a large migra~ion of the 
consumable i~ems to DLA and leaves the Navy and the ether 
services to fccus their inventory management effort s on 
repairable items. In addition, readiness-based sparing is 
becoming increasingly impor tant as a result of Congressional 
pressures. To assist in this adjustment of focus the Navy 
requires tools which help in the determination of optimal 
strategies for the maintenance and control of a repairable 
item inventolJ1 . 
The Navy's current repairable item inventolJ1 control mcdel 
has been found to give unsatisfactory results when attempts 
are made to use it for readiness - based sparing . As a 
consequence, t here is a requirement for a fundamental analysis 
of the Navy's repairable item inventory management process, 
rather t han a simple patch on the existing model . I n light of 
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th :i ~;. work bas been t.:ndertaken at the Nava l Postgradua t. e 
Schoo l t o deve lop a new mathematical model fur whole:o a le level 
repairable item inventory cont ro) . 
The first step -=--n the developmenl p:::.-ocess is to determine 
probability distribulio:1s which desc:::.-ibe the steady slate 
be:'1avior of a repairable item inventory. The camp) ex mix of 
stochastic proce~,~es which occur in the life of a repairable 
item has discouraged previous a:la l ytical approaches. Thi:o 
has led to the application of simulation techniques to 
deterrdne approximately correct distributions. 
This thesis r.as shown that it is possible to use the 
simulation results to suggest and to test a n analytica .L 
approach for the development of approximate probability 
distributions for inventory position and net inventory. The 
repairable item inventory process was analyzed for the t wo 
separate cases of inslanta:1eous and non· instantaneous repair 
assessment. using established stochastic modeling results and 
the p-::"eviously derived approximation for inventory posit ion, 
approximations for U,e mean and variance of net inventory we re 
developed. 'TWo approximating distributions fo r net inventory 
were proposed and their performance along with that 0: the 
inventory position approximation were tested against results 
obtained t. hrough s i mulalion. 
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CONCLusrONS 
1. r nvento ry pos ition 
The results of this thesis support Maher's findings 
[Ref.2] that the convolution of two discrete uniform random 
variables provides a r obust approximation for the steady s t ate 
distribution of invento ry position. This result holds for 
both t he ins t antaneous and the non~instantaneous repair 
assessment cases o ver a wide range of system i n puts . 
2 • Net Inventory 
The approximations developed in this thesis for the 
of net inventory closely mat c hed simulation output in 
both the instant aneous and non ~ ins tant aneou s repair assessment 
The variance e stimates consistently overestimated the 
simulation results, however . A major reason f or this appears 
to be the assuming away of some ran dom variable dependencies 
(i . e . , covariances were a ssumed to be zero) . Despite these 
resul t s, the Normal and convolution a pproximations proposed 
for the steady state distribu t ion of net inventory appea red to 
c losely r esembl e the simulation ou tput . On the basis of the 
graphical analy ses and goodness of fit t esting the convolution 
approximation seems a robust approximation for the net 
inventory distribution over a wide range o f system inpu t s. 
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis repl-esents a significant ~tep in the 
development of a repairable ltem invent_ory control model for 
the Navy. T!-le next logical step is to!' the approximations 
developer. in this t_hesis to be cQIT'pared against inventory 
char-acteristics ohservrcd for actua l repairabl e items being 
managed by the Navy. In particular, a f ormu l a for the 
expected number of t.ine - weighted backorders at any inst.ant of 
time needs to he developed and the values of averdge days 
de lay it co:nput e s compared to those being ohserved by the 
Navy's Inventory Cont.rol Point repairab l e i tem inventory 
managers. Subject to a favorable outcome to this comparison 
a readiness-based sparing repairable item inventory model 
'Jsing r_'he appruximations developed in this thesis should be 
readily forthcoming . 
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APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF SYS'l'EM I NPU'l'S AND RANDOM VARIABLES 
System Inputs 
SW Maximum inventory level 
Quarterly demand rate 
CRR (Carcass Return Rate) Probability that a demand wi ll 
be accompanied by a carcass 
RSR (Repair Survival Rate) Probability that 
(failed item) is repairable 
Q. Nwnber of items in a repair batch/order 
Q e Nwnber of items in a procurement batch/order 
REP The time interval t hat elapses in the repair 
assessment process following the asses s men t of a 
repairable item until the assessment o f the next 
carcass i n the order 
RTAT (Repai r Turn Arou nd Time) The time taken by a repair 
agency to repair an individual item inc l uding repair 
assessment time 
PCLT (Procurement Lead Time) The t ime taken by a supplier 






the invent ory position at t ime t 
the nwnber of carcasses in the repair 
bat ching process at time t 
the number of at t ritions in the procurement 
bat ching p r ocess at time t 
net inventory level at time t 
number of demands i n the period (t 1 , t 2 ) 
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in the period { t;, t , ) 
number i n the period ~ t 1 , t.,) not 
number of carcasses inducted into repair 
agencies in the period (t1,t , ) that wi ll be 
assessed as repa':'rable 
the t :lme between the d e spa t ch':'ng of 
successive repair batches of size QR to a 
repa:.r agency 
the number of repa ir batches of size Q R 
inducted into repair agencies i n the time 
interval [O, t) 
the number of repair ba t ches of size Q, 
inducted into repair agencies in the time 
period (t p t.J 
Random Variable s - Non -:Instantaneous Repair Assessment Only 
number of attritions previously induc ted into 
repair agencies and still awaiting repair 
assessment at time t 
number of repairable carcasses previously 
induc t ed into repair agencies and still 
awaiting repair assessmen t at time t 
time an item spends at a repair agency 
awaiting repair dssessment 
the sequence number of an item in a repair 
batch of size Q" (1 , 2 Q.l 
the nu.'1'lber of items in a particular repa:.r 
batch of size QR assessed as repairable prior 
to an item undergoing repair assessment (0 , 1 
Q.-l) 
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APPENDIX B. COMPARISON OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 
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APPENDIX C. GOODNESS OF FIT TEST RESULTS FOR INVENTORY 
POSI T ION WITH INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR ASSESSMENT 
peLT 0, 0, 
" 
0 .5 1 
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" 
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APPENDIX D. COMPARISON OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 
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INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
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INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 5 - Normal Approximation 
Net Inventory 
[ C Simulated Result + Normal Approx 
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APPENDIX E. COMPAR:ISON OF PROBAll:IL:ITY O:ISTR:IBOT:IONS FOR 
NET :INVENTORY W:ITH :INSTANTANEOOS REPA:IR ASSESSMENT -
CONVOLUT:ION APPROX:IMA.T:ION 
INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
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Net Inventory 
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INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 2 - Convolution Approximation 
Net Inventory 
! 0 Simulated Result + Convolution Approx 
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INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 3 - Convolution Approximation 
Net Inventory 
I C Simulated Result + Convoluti on Approx I 
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INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 4 - Convolution Approximation 
Net Inventory 
I 0 Simulated Result .... Convolution Approx 
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INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 5 - Convolution Approximation 
Net Inventory 
o Simulated Result + Convolution Approx 
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APPl!!ND"IX F. GOODNESS OF F"IT TEST RESULTS FOR NET "INVENTORY 
W"ITH "INSTANTANEOUS REPA"IR ASSESSMENT - NORMAL APPROX"IMAT"ION 
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x' .... . 
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" 
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APPENDIX G. GOODNESS OF FIT TEST RESULTS FOR NET INVENTORY 
WITH INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR ASSESSMENT CONVOLUTION 
APPROXIMATION 
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APPENDIX H. GOODNESS OF FIT TEST RESULTS FOR INVENTORY 
POSITION WITH NON-INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR ASSESSMENT 
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APPENDI:X 1:. COMPARI:SON OF POJ:NT ESTIMATES FOR EXPECTED NET 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
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APPENDIX J _ COMPARISON OF POINT ESTIMATES FOR VARJ:ANCE OF 

























































APPENDIX K. GOODNESS OF FIT TEST RESULTS FOR NET INVENTORY 
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APPENDIX L. GOODNESS OF FIT TEST RESULTS FOR NET INVENTORY 
WITH NON- INSTANTANEOUS REPAIR ASSESSMENT - CONVOLUTION 
APPROXIMATI ON 
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Q. 0, x' x' ,." • 
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APPENDIX M. COMPARISON OF PROBABILITY nIS'l'RIBD'l'IONS FOR NE'l' 
INVEN'l'ORY WI'l'H NON-INS'l'AN'l'ANEODS 
CONVOLD'l'ION APPROXIMA'l'ION 
NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 11 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
I 0 Simulated Result + Convolution Approx 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 12 (REP=O.5) 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 13 (REP=O.5) 
0.14,----- ------------------, 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 14 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 15 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 16 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
o Simulated Result + Convolution Approx 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 17 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
: 0 Simulated Result + Convolution Approx 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 18 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
o Simulated Result + Convol uti on Approx 
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NON-INSTANTANEOUS ASSESSMENT 
Case 19 (REP=O.5) 
Net Inventory 
I 0 Simulated Result 
I 
+ Convolution Approx I 
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